
Readings: Isaiah 60.1-6; Ephesians 3.1-12; Matthew 2.1-12 
 
In Matthew’s account of the magi, we travel alongside them on their journey as they search and 
seek, and with them we finally find Jesus at the end of their story.  Coming from the East, 
representatives of the gentile world, they are astrologers, with the status that allows an audience 
with a king.  They clearly belong in the upper echelons of society, not like the humble shepherds of 
Luke’s narrative.  Following the star only takes them as far as Jerusalem and then through the 
guiding of Scripture, as interpreted by the chief priests and scribes, they re-focus their search and 
are finally led to Bethlehem.  There, after all their diligent searching and enquiring, they find the 
Christ child and everything changes.  They fall down in worship and joyful wonder, kneeling and 
offering their precious gifts.  They are the first worshippers.  Then, defying Herod, they return home 
choosing a different way.  They are enquirers, seekers who become worshippers and whose lives are 
changed forever by their encounter with this little child, this God with us.   
 
But that’s not the way God tells the story.  For God the story is not of us plodding, searching, 
enquiring, gift bringing, and finally finding him in the manger, although the journey of Advent and 
Christmas might have felt a bit like that for you.  For God the story is the other way round. Jesus is 
the beginning of the story.  As we begin this New Year, that might be a better start for us, knowing 
Jesus as the beginning of our story too.  
 
How do we see Jesus revealed as the beginning not the end of the story in the lives of the magi and 
the gentile world they represent?  How do we see that in the life of the church called to reveal that 
story to the world?  And how is Jesus the beginning of our story and of God’s revelation for us? 
 
Epiphany, which we celebrate today is that revelation of ‘God with us’, when we are taken beyond 
the confines of what we know and are amazed, surprised, challenged, by the presence and activity 
and wonder of God.  Through his revelation to us in the baby at Bethlehem we see the world in a 
new way and we come not just to know more ‘about God’ but to ‘know God more’.  It is a deep, 
truthful and joyful beginning! 
 
Jesus revealed to the magi is the beginning of this story of ‘knowing God more’ for the Gentiles.  
Isaiah anticipates this beginning with the glory of God reflected in the Israelites to all the 
surrounding nations who will be drawn to them.  “Nations shall come to your light and kings to the 
brightness of your dawn.”1  It is the beginning of God’s original covenant promise to Abraham, that 
through him all the families of the earth would be blessed.  The new dawn coming will draw all 
people to the light.  This story of the coming of the magi, has already been foretold.  God has taken 
the initiative with his people and out of them the light is now shining.  A light that will in the 
fullness of time, lift the darkness of oppression and injustice, and give the world the hope of love 
and the light of truth.  Up until now the story of the coming Messiah has been for Israel, the 
covenant people but here we see through the magi, traditionally representing the different races and 
languages and cultures of the world, that Jesus is the fulfilment of Gentile hopes too.   
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Coming at the beginning of Matthew’s Gospel the magi will show us where Jesus will take us - to the 
whole world.  And to the great commission in the Gospel’s final verses ‘Go therefore and make 
disciples of all nations.’2  It is a new beginning for all.  
 
The magi also show us the importance of the beginnings of the spiritual quest, that awareness of 
revelation outside of scripture, that beginning of our ‘knowing God’ inspired by the natural world, 
the stars, the wonder of life and of our own deep personal desire to seek a deeper meaning.  God 
nudges them on, encourages them in their personal and intellectual searching and seeking and 
questioning.  That revelation of God doesn’t just come in Bethlehem, it has been there with them 
from the beginning, inviting and drawing them.  It doesn’t get them all the way, they need the 
revelation of scripture to guide them and bring them home to the Christ child but in all their 
travelling they are responding to God.  They represent for us all who are travelling and seeking 
today on the quest of the deeper spiritual life.  And it may resonate with our own journey of 
discovery and quest as we take that journey of discovering Christ ourselves, afresh each day, 
knowing that he was there from the beginning with us too.    
 
And the magi also show us where our life with God should begin, in humble service kneeling before 
him, offering our best gifts and our worldly power; A good place to be at the start of this New Year.   
 
In Ephesians, we see the revelation of Christ as the centre of the life of the church.  It’s beginning 
and end, the place where all relationships are held together for Jew and Gentile.  For Paul what has 
been revealed is the mystery of Christ, the one who brings all together: ‘heirs together, a body 
together, sharers together’.  In the life of Jesus, from which the life of the church flows, all dividing 
walls between races and cultures break down.  This community of the church is called to reflect the 
light to the world, in its radical oneness, in service and care, in its worship and reverence and 
prayer, in its sacraments, glimpses of the kingdom revealed among us.  
 
Together we are all the part of that revelation of ‘the wisdom of God in its rich variety’.  The church 
is called to live the paradox of the mystery of God and the ‘known-ness of God’ as a gift for our 
world.  It is a place of beginnings, of God’s radical forgiveness, of finding ways to start again, to be 
known and loved in a new way, to welcome the stranger and bring hope to the lost and broken-
hearted.  It is a place of being known by, and coming to know God, and also the expression of the 
mystery of Christ who holds all together.  We treasure the glimpses we get of this in our very 
ordinary and extraordinary life together.  Churches at the forefront of welcoming refugees, 
operating foodbanks, supporting communities devastated by flooding, and the costly witness to 
being the church - a revelation of light in the darkest places of our world.  
 
In Malcolm Guite’s beautiful book “Waiting on the Word: Reflections for Advent, Christmas and 
Epiphany”, he describes moments of Epiphany in the life of the church and how we might hold 
them. 
 
‘We no sooner have these moments of epiphany than they seem to be taken from us.  The question is 
how we can live from them, draw from them, return to them.  One answer to that is sacrament, as a 
ritual return to a source of salvation, an anamnesis in which the past becomes present again.  One 
might perhaps think of the sacraments, each time they are celebrated, as a series of glimpses, from a 
window of a moving train, onto the same divine landscape, sustaining the voyager, and giving a gift 
of hope.’3  
 
- a beautiful way to describe what we do as a church here when we come to worship in this Eucharist 
– called to participate afresh in the divine landscape of God.  
                                                        
2 Matthew 28.19a 
3 Malcolm Guite, ‘Waiting on the Word’, Canterbury Press, 2015 p. 150 



 
And finally for us, how is the revelation of the Christ child the beginning of our story?  I invite you to 
reflect for a moment on your own Epiphany experiences.  Treasure them and live from them… 
When I think for myself of these moments, a few come to mind: 
 
Looking down the coast in Croatia, and taking in the vast sea, the depth of perspective of the 
undulating coast and islands, a high mountain range that goes on forever, the scene lifting my heart 
to the creator.  Simple unexpected but much needed epiphany moments of grace and 
encouragement in my life, once just pulling on my socks, and knowing that Christ was with me and 
all would be well, even though all the evidence pointed in another direction; taking the bread at the 
Eucharist to someone not able to come to the altar and almost being stopped in my tracks, 
overwhelmed by the preciousness of the gift that I was carrying; being part of the incredible life of 
the church as it comes together again and again seeking ways to be ‘experiments in hope’ for the 
world, in service, in prayer, in community.  Just recently being served Christmas lunch by one of our 
Sunday International group with a beaming smile, guest become host for us. 
 
If we have come to the stable and knelt and offered our gifts, and known our place in relation to this 
wonderful gift of God for us, then perhaps we’re ready to begin to be a revelation of that love 
ourselves.  To make our lives shine with the glory of God, in how we live and what we do, so that 
others might be guided to find Christ, the source of this light too.  
 
This I think is the only reason for New Year resolutions, because we have worshipped and adored, 
because of what we have seen and experienced, life is different now and there is no other way to 
express it, other than for us too, to go home another way.  And that’s where we begin. 
 
Happy New Year…. 
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